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Introduction

An agitated vessel has often been used as a mixing
device, and its ability as a mixer is usually estimated
by mixing or blending time. Mixing time for various
type impellers has been studied by many investigators
and correlated with vessel dimensions and operating
conditions based on dimensional analysis, or directly
with other characteristics, as power input, impeller
jet flow rate, turbulent properties, etc. Van de
Vusse10) proposed the correlation of mixing time with
impeller jet flow rate, and Kamiwanoet al.4) derived
the dependencies of mixing time both on impeller jet
flow rate and eddy diffusion, i.e., NObeing correlated
with Nqa and NP.
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On the other hand, the authors have proposed a

relationship between power input and impeller jet
flow rate, so it is expected that mixing time can be cor-
related with power input only.
This paper deals with the derivation of correlation
variables to mixing time based on the model analysis
of circulation flow, and proposes the correlation of
mixing time with friction factor, i.e., power input.

1. Model Analysis

Considering a system of fluid particle on a stream
line circulation flow, the mass balance of component
A in this particle is expressed by the use of substantial
derivative as; (see Fig. 1)

DCA
= etuvhF*CA (2)

Dt
where the eddy diffusivity is assumed to be constant.
As it has been reported by Nagase et al.5) that the
dimensionless velocity profiles of circulation flow
based on circulation flow rate and vessel diameter are
almost identical for some impellers, Eq. (2) is rewrit-

ten in dimensionless form by using circulation time,
V/Qe9 and vessel diameter, D, as the characteristc
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variables.
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where the superscript, *, means dimensionless variable.
Equation (3) gives two independent dimensionless
variables, (tQJV) and (£turb^72c^)2)? controlling the

mixing process in the fluid particle. Under a fixed
condition to the end of turbulent mixing process,

mixing time, 0, can be expressed as;
etUThV^

m<:
(4-a)

QcD

or
\ D> H\QeD> ) (4"b)

Two dimensionless variables in Eq. (4-b) are modi-
fied with such measurable quantities as friction factor,
rotational speed, impeller jet flow rate and impeller
dimensions. The eddy diffusivity is assumed to be

constant proportional to the apparent friction velocity
at the impeller tip specifying the flow pattern in tur-
bulent agitated vessel and to the vessel diameter
relating to the scale of large eddy, i.e.,

etur^(pu*)D = <j£^fND^ (5)

where the relation between uf and V//2, previously
proposed2\ is used to derive the last equality, and the
friction factor can be calculated from power input1\

Fig. 1 Model of circulation flow and diffusion process
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Fig. 2 Correlation of mixing time with friction factor (Im-
peller at vessel center)
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On the other hand, impeller jet flow rate is expressed
as3);

/ nh\1/3/ V\
a=i.04(r-^) (-£->* (7)

Therefore,
de

~}f^ oc (N0W<J-£ (8-a)

-Q^r {.r. nvblDf'KQj (8"b)
Eq. (8-b) depends only on the impeller dimensions,

because the ratio of circulation flow rate to impeller
jet flow rate has been given by Yamamoton) as fol-
lows;

&-+*.«{(-£)å -.}

As a result, Eq. (4-b) is rewritten as follows;

<w/?-/>l(^)(i)>} <10)
2. Correlation of Experimental Data
The mixing time measured by electroconductivity
method of Kamiwanoet al}] are replotted on the new
variables in Fig. 2, in which some data by the authors
are also plotted. In these experiments paddle impel-
lers were set at the vessel center.

For the non-baffled agitated vessel, it appears in
Fig. 2 that the ordinate has a constant value for all
impeller dimensions. Whereas for the baffled agitated
vessel, the ordinate is higher than that for the non-
baffled vessel and depends slightly on the abscissa.
As a result, the following correlation equations are
obtained.

(N0)p*-^£-=2.5 (non-baffled) (ll-a)

(MWv!-«{(r ^xf)>.
(baffled) ( 1 1 -b)

Equations (ll-a) and (ll-b) are transformed into the
usual form as follows.

For the non-baffled vessel, the friction factor is
correlated with the modified Reynolds number in
turbulent range.

^-=0A21Re?'*=0.121{f(^) In ^]"*'W/3
(12)

Combining Eqs. (6), (ll-a) and (12), and using the
power expression of (d/D) for the range, 0.3<(d/Z>)<
0.8, Eq. (ll-a) is approximately represented by;

(13)

For the baffled vessel, power input is approximately
expressed as ;

NPm^ 6.6(^j (14)
This equation satisfies well the maximumpower input
data by Nagata et al.6'7). The same procedure above

transforms Eq. (ll-b) into;

^m'wxw á"
3, Discussion

For the non-baffled vessel, Eq. (13) shows that iV#
is proportional to the one-sixth power of impeller

Reynolds number, and this result coincides with data
by Yamamoton).
For the baffled vessel, Norwood and Metzner8) had

shownthe following correlation equation for the range
of Red> l05.

(mxd/py(N2d/g)1/6(H/D)1/2 * K }

This is rearranged into;
/ N2d\1/Q/ D \3/2/ H\1/2

*à"*<¥) (å ?å ) (t) <16-b)

Comparison of Eqs. (15) and (16-b) shows about the
same dependence of NOon the vessel dimensions, but
different on the rotational speed.

Van de Vusse10) has also derived the following cor-
relation from his data for some types of impellers for
Red= l0\

V V KgHAp) "^ U/aj
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which is transformed into ;

\g/ \pI \PAdJ\d
(17-b)

Equation (17-b) shows a higher dependence of NOon
the vessel dimensions compared with that in Eq. (15).
This is probably due to the predominant circulation
flow of the propeller-type impeller. The same ten-
dency is found in the results by Prochazka and

Landau9 \
When the impeller is set near the bottom, it has been

reported by Kamiwanoet al}] that the mixing time is
slightly shorter than that predicted by Eq. (1 5).

Concluding Remarks
From the model analysis of circulation flow, two

independent variables for mixing time are derived and
used to correlate the available experimental data.

The simple correlation equation (1 1-a) obtained for the
non-baffled vessel is agreement with the data by

Yamamoto. And the correlation equation (ll-b) for
the baffled vessel shows almost the same dependency
of NO on the vessel dimensions as that given by

Norwoodand Metzner, but different on the rotational
speed.

Nomencl atur e
b

cA
D
d
f

g
H
N

np
P
P

impeller width
concentration of componentA

vessel diameter
impeller diameter
friction factor

gravitational acceleration
vessel height

rotational speed
number of blade

power input
pitch
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[cm]
[mol/cm3]

[cm]
[cm]

[-]
[cm/sec2]

[cm]
[sec- 1]

[-]
[g - cm2/sec3]

[cm]

Qa
t

circulation flow rate
impeller jet flow rate

time
apparent friction velocity at impeller
tip ( = (Dld) VTw/'p)

vessel volume
characteristic velocity ( = (7cl2)NdB)

= ratio of torque at bottom wall to that
atside

[cm3 /sec]
[cm3 /sec][sec]

[cm/sec]
[cm3]

[cm/sec]

[-]
= variable defined by 2\n(Dld)l(Dld-dlD) [-]
= variable defined by {{djDfln (D/dVBH^ [-]

£turb = eddy diffusivity of mass
6 = mixing time
P = fluid density
tw = average shear stress at wall

[cm2 /sec]
[sec]

[g/cm3]

[g/cm - sec2]

NP = PlPN*d6
Nqd = QalNd*

Red = d2Np/fi
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